
into a left fielder on some other dia- -
'mond. -

But there are kinks and tricks
about that West Side left field which
are peculiar to itself. For one thing,
it is a glaring sun spot, and the ball
frequently gets tangled with Old Sol.
Sun glasses are a necessity to the
fielder. Second, the left-fie- ld pavilion
runs out into the field, and it is
extremely diflicult to accurately play
hard hits which strike the stand and
earom into the field. The pavilion
also causes a fielder to be a little
scary when chasing a fly close to the
foul line.
i Jim Sheckard could play that field
better than any other man. None of
his successors have succeeded. Mi-
ller fell down and Mitchell is having
trouble. An effort was made a few
seasons ago to make Schulte a left
fielder. Bud could not get away
with it
f If Mitchell is to be left in that
position Boss Evers, and the, fans
should cease panning him for his
rtiHflfrpB. Mike is doing better than
any of the others have 4one.
6 It might not be a bad plan to shift
Mike to center and let Tom Leach
have a crack at the sun field. Tommy
is about the surest fielder on the
Cub list and possibly could handle
the vork.
- A ball game is a ball game in the
percentage column, no matter who
you win it from or who you lose it
to. For that reason it is hard to
understand why Manager Evers left
Lefty Leifield stay in against Brook-
lyn yesterday, saving Cheney, Smith
and" Overall for Philadelphia. The
Dodgers would have been a lot easier
to beat with one of these men fling-
ing than the Phillies are going to be.
,. Lefty relieved Toney after the lat-
ter had passed three men in the first,
and then progressed as far as the
fourth without damage, though, it
was plain he didn't have a whole lot
of stuff. After three men had batted
in the fourth, soaking Leifield for
two singles andj triple even a man
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with Chief McWeeny's weak vision
could see that he was due for a
hammering. If a good pitcher had
been put in right there the Cubs
might have won. They were then
on even terms with the Dodgers, and
would undoubtedly have played a
faster and hotter brand of ball if
they had not had a top-hea- score
to battle against

Lefty rattled along through the
seventh, being jarred for seven runs
and 11 hits and then Lou Richie did
some of his most comical pitching,
two hits and two runs being dragged
from him in the ninth.

Poor Dav. Justas he had it fram-
ed for the Cubs to trade Bresnahan
to Brooklyn, leaving Needham and
Heckinger to do 'all the work when
Archer is not in the game. President
Murphy put a damper on the "day
dream" by selling Heckinger to the
Dodgers and keeping Bresnahan.
Mike left with the team last night
Catcher Tex Erwin, whose arm was
broken Saturday, was left in Chi-
cago. He will go to, Brooklyn in a
few days, but will not play ball again
for a couple of months.

Heinie Zim was put out of the
game in the sixth inning when Bill
Brennan called him out at the plate.
Heinie was out by two feet ZUm
had walloped a double and triple.
Don't pan Heinie too hard. We may
have something in explanation in a

.day or so.
To come home with a percentage

better than .500 for the Eastern trip
me White Sox must close with a vic-
tory in Washington today and then
grab two games out of three from
Connie Mack's front runners. Some
undertaking. If Callahan can bring
his men back with seven won and
eight lost in the East he will be
doing well, considering the poor ber
ginning that was made in Boston
and New York, where the Sox
should have taken six out of eight
games, instead of getting an even
break.

Manager Callahan- - called at the


